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The Xavier's Commerce Society (XCS) is the representative society of the 
Department of Commerce of St. Xavier's College (Autonomous), Kolkata. The 
society strives for the progress and intellectual mastery of every undergraduate 
commerce student within the college. The society, by organising holistic events 
throughout the academic year, ensures that every student is taught critical 
lessons before stepping into the corporate world. The Annual Report is published 
and distributed among the faculty of the Department of Commerce as a measure 
anand record of the achievements of the society in the year gone by. The purpose 
of the Annual Report is to inform the readers of all the activities carried out by 
the Xavier's Commerce Society. It encompasses all the events through which the 
society aims to achieve its goal - providing a platform for the students to hone 
their skills.

The Xavier's Commerce Society was formed in March 2006 with the motto "Dreams. 
Development. Destiny.”
Dreams symbolize the aspirations and desires of a person. The society 
encourages everyone to dream big and helps them strengthen their abilities so as 
to give flight to their dreams.
DDevelopment stands for the process of gradual advancement from the stage of 
aspiration to the stage of achievement. XCS helps its members develop useful 
skills which they will require to accomplish their goals in the corporate sector.
Destiny refers to the fate of an individual. At XCS, we believe that a person's 
destiny is not predetermined, but created. XCS strives to develop certain traits in 
its members which will help them develop their dreams into destiny.
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InIn 2006, the Xavier's Commerce Society began its journey with the launch of its annual 
journal, Youthink. Over the years, Youthink has become a platform for students of the 
Department of Commerce to deliberate upon matters relating to the world of 
commerce and business. Having been associated with luminaries such as Mr. Shah 
Rukh Khan, Dr. Shashi Tharoor, Mr. Sachin Tendulkar, Mr. Narayana Murthy, Mr. Brett 
Lee among others, XCS has made a name for itself internationally. The year 2007 
witnessed the first edition of our intra-college management competition, X-Calibre.
EEvents such as Inception, Innovision, Intelligentsia and our national level management 
fest, Insignia began and made 2009 an extremely successful year. Inception, a 
management simulation event, is held exclusively for the first years to showcase their 
talent.
InnInnovision, a week long event, in the course of which seminars are conducted by 
experts in various arenas, helps students hone their abilities and arouse their interests 
in diverse fields. In the past, companies such as Google and Uber have come down to 
our college and educated the students on a plethora of subjects, each more captivating 
than the other.
TThe year 2015 saw the introduction of Fintusion, an event-cum-competition based on 
derivatives trading and futures markets. The society made history by launching its very 
own mobile application, a platform which connects the   students to all that is XCS. 
Intelligentsia, a panel discussion, brings some of the brightest minds in the country 
on-stage, where they share their experiences with students and provide them an 
insight into their lives and journeys. 

IInsignia, now in its tenth instalment, is our highly anticipated flagship event. Having 
hosted the likes of Mr. Rahul Bose, Mr. Suhel Seth, Justice Markandey Katju and world 
renowned comedians like Papa CJ, Biswa Kalyan Rath and Kenny Sebastian in the past 
and associated with companies like TATA, Birla, Hero, Cadbury, HP, Motilal Oswal and 
HDFC Bank, Insignia surpasses itself and sets new benchmarks each year.

InIn 2013, we introduced the ‘Nationals’ competition, a pan-India event, taking Insignia to 
newer frontiers. In 2016, we went international for the first time, and hosted 
participants from across the Middle East, Australia, Europe and the sub-continent at 
the six open events - all of which received a great response. This year, we launched an 
event exclusively for high school students - Insignia Corporate Prodigy, to acquaint 
them with the corporate world. 

WWith landmark achievements, unprecedented accolades and evergreen praise, the year 
gone by has seen the Xavier’s Commerce Society grow by leaps and bounds. 
Corporates, faculty and participants alike have acknowledged the infectious 
enthusiasm and enthralling growth in our work. We look forward to another year of 
breaking records, trendsetting innovation and incessant growth, rooted in our vision of 
service to the college and its ideals.
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The astounding success of Xavier's Commerce Society is a direct result of the 
unfailing support and guidance of our Rector and Principal, Rev. Dr. Dominic Savio, 
S.J. His immense faith in our abilities has been the guiding light for our success. 
The blessings, encouragement and support of Vice Principal (B.Com Morning) Rev. 
Dr. S. Xavier, S.J. has been instrumental to the growth of this society. We are also 
indebted to Vice Principal (B.Com Evening) Rev. Peter Arockiam, S.J. who has always 
been with us in all our endeavours and has shown unflinching faith in all that we 
hahave set out to do. The support of Prof. Swapan Banerjee, Dean (B.Com Morning) 
and Prof. Amitava Roy, Dean (B.Com Evening) has also been a pillar to our growth. 
Furthermore, our events would have remained ideas without the contributions of 
our esteemed sponsors, and as such we duly appreciate their unhindered support. 
What began as a meeting point for like-minded young individuals has now evolved 
into a proactive community dedicated to inculcate in today's commerce students 

the skills and talents required for excelling in the corporate world.

From a seed of an idea in a conversation, the society has grown to become a 
benchmark for professionalism in the college. There has been much to dream and 
great steps have been taken towards development. Yet there is far more to do, far 
more to accomplish, and the path to our destiny leads us forward every day. I 
would like to thank Pushkar Shandilya and Monika Bansal for leading from the 
front as Joint Secretaries for the year 2017-2018, and our team of XCSers from 
across all years for striving towards making each year better than the last. 

                                ~Prof. Shaunak Roy
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